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Abstract

Since sugarcane was first planted on the KwaZulu-Natal north
coast in -1848, harvesting has traditionally been carried out by
hand. However, since as early as 1948, sugarcane growers in
South Africa, for reasons beyond the scope of this paper, have
been searching for a viable mechanical cane harvesting aid or a
fully mechanised harvesting system suited to South African
conditions. This paper lists and briefly describes some of the
numerous factors which influence not only the machine perfor
mance, output and quality of cane delivered to the factory, but
also operating costs of mechanised harvesting systems.
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Introduction

South Africa, like many other developing countries, is facing a
rapidly expanding rural population which, together with a
massive unemployment situation, theoretically should guarantee
an adequate supply of manual labour. Notwithstanding the above
issues, South African growers have been seeking alternative
methods of harvesting their crops on some of the most difficult
terrain found anywhere in the cane growing world.

Across the globe, sugarcane is cultivated under a wide range of
topographical and climatic conditions, and the harvesting
methods employed are extremely diverse. This is not surprising,
since the situation and requirements of most sugar industries
are unique.

In recent years South African cane growers have shown an
increased interest in mechanical harvesting aids or fully mechan
ised harvesting systems. This paper briefly describes some of
the harvesting systems used in other sugar industries and
highlights the factors which should be considered when
implementing a fully mechanised harvesting system.

Harvesting systems

Manual harvesting systems

In many sugarcane producing countries, it is traditional to harvest
the crop by hand. In green cane, the trash is removed and the
stalks are topped. Where the cane is burnt only the tops are
removed, using a wide range of cane knives and detrashing
devices. The stalks are then made into small bundles ready for
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manual loading and transporting, either to transloading sites or
directly to the mill. Modes of transport vary from camels and
ox drawn carts to tractor drawn trailers, rail and road trucks.

Semi-mechanised harvesting systems

Cutting, topping and trashing are done manually. The cane is
then either placed in 3-6 ton stacks or the cane from four to six
rows is placed in windrows at right angles to the row direction.
The stacked cane is pulled on to tractor drawn side or rear self
loading trailers by a winch mechanism. The windrowed cane is
loaded mechanically using slewing or non-slewing loaders,
either self-propelled or mounted on to agricultural tractors.

The cutting operation can be mechanised by using relatively
simple cutting attachments mounted on standard tractors or self
propelled machines. These cutting aids either deposit the cane
in windrows at right angles to the row direction or leave the
cane in linear windrows parallel to the row direction. The cane
is then handled in the same manner as described under the
manual or semi-mechanical harvesting systems.

The introduction of mechanical sugarcane harvesting aids, in
particular mechanical loaders and in recent years mechanical
cutting aids, have improved labour output and have reduced
overall labour requirements significantly.

Fullymechanised harvesting systems

Whole stalkharvesters: For many decades in Louisiana, a fully
mechanised system has been used successfully to harvest the
entire crop. The cane is base cut and topped using specifically
designed, high output whole stalk harvesters which cut one or
two rows of green cane per pass. The self propelled harvesters
are equipped with piling arms capable of piling four to six rows
of cane into a single windrow. After windrowing, the cane is
burnt and mechanically loaded into road transport vehicles, using
high capacity push-pile loaders. Other countries such as Argen- 
tina, Brazil, Mauritius, Mexico, Paraguay, Reunion and South
Africa are using the 'soldier' harvesting system successfully,
where crop conditions permit.

Other types of whole stalk harvesters which bundle or windrow
the cane have been developed by numerous industries around
the world including Australia, Barbados, Brazil, India, Mauritius,
Mexico, Reunion and South Africa. The use of the these
machines has in most instances been limited to harvesting only
burnt and erect cane.
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Combine chopper harvesters: These base cut and top one or
two rowsof cane per pass, and chopthe cane stalks into billets
approximately 300-450 mmin length. Cane topsmissed by the
primary topper, trash and other extraneous matter is removed
by extractor fans and the billets are delivered into baskettype
trailers travelling alongside the harvester.

Chopper harvesters are usedwhere labouris unavailable or too
expensive for whole stalk harvesting. Chopper harvesters can
harvest bothburntand green cane,and are capable of handling
yields in excess of 150 tlha. They handle lodged cane better
than whole stalk machines. Harvesting rates of green cane are
reduced by 30-40% compared with burnt cane.

In several industries, including Australia andFlorida, combine
harvesters are being used successfully to harvest the majority
of the crop. Chopper harvesters are beingusedin more than20
countries world-wide.

Selectionof a mechanical harvesting system

Therearecertain basicconsiderations which mustbe taken into
account when selecting a caneharvesting system. Theserange
from labour availability and cost, field layout and machine
performance to cane yield, cane losses, transport system and
management related issues. A list of the more important con
siderations is given below.

When considering a change in harvesting system, many of the
factors listedneedto becarefully evaluated forpractical aspects
as well as economic feasibility.

Choice of harvesting system

There are numerous advantages and disadvantages for both
whole stalkandcombine chopper harvesting systems. Someof
the important differences are listed.

Whole stalk harvesterslcutters

Advantages:

• Generally, whole stalk harvesting machinery is cheaper to
purchase.

• Whole canesticks deteriorate more slowly thanchopped cane
andcanbe stockpiled forconsiderably longerat transloading
sitesor in millyards.

• Where field and crop conditions are suitable whole stalk
harvesting systems will result in less cane loss and better
quality cane compared with chopper harvesting. However,
in badly lodged cane the situation could be reversed.

• Because the cutting and loading operations are conducted
separately, thereis more flexibility when breakdowns occur.

LABOUR

Labour availability

Labour productivity

Cost

wages, housing,etc

Training

Health and safety

Labour management

Social and political issues

CAPITAL OUTLAY

Cost of financing

Cash flow

Tax implications

Replacement decisions

Available choice of machinery

Risk analysis

CANEQUALITY

Losses

Deterioration

Extraneous matter/ash

Harvest to crush delay

TRANSPORT SYSTEM

Mill receiving facility

Transportsystem

direct vs indirect

whole stalk loose

whole stalk bundled

billets

Delivery period

Loading/transloading equipment

Soil compaction

Payloaddensity

Distancefrom mill

Labour requirement

MACIllNERY COSTS

Operator proficiency

After-sale service

Machineutilisation

transportefficiency

operation time

season length

annual crop

Machineconfiguration

wheeledor track

whole stalk windrow

whole stalk bundled

billets

Syndicate/contract harvesting

MACIllNEPERFORMANCE

Crop condition

Cane yield

Cane variety

brittleness

stalk thickness

trash content

self-trashing

rind hardness

Burnt vs green

cost of burning

environmental impact

labour/machine performance

Trash value

weed control

irrigation

Erect vs lodged

Ratoonability

Diseasesand pests

Eldana

trashworm

Field conditions

Terrain

Slope

Soil type

Soil moisture

Rockiness

Field layout

contour/waterway design

row spacing

row length

row direction

row/interrow profile

headlandwidth

drainage

irrigation system and layout

road infrastructure

haul-outdistance

soil erosion

Post-harvest operations

Climate

Annual rainfall/distribution

Dryland vs irrigated

Wind/row direction

MANAGEMENT

Management skills

Ease of management

Service level

Service facilities

Training

Security
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• In most instances whole stalk cutters are fairly simple
machines that are easy to operate and require relatively
unsophisticated maintenance staff and facilities.

• In South Africa, these harvesting systems permit the con
tinued use of wholestalk loading, mill receivingequipment,
vehicles and facilities.

Disadvantages:

• Wholestalkharvesters are notalwaysabletohandlethecrop.
Lodgedand recumbent cropspresentextremedifficulties for
this type of machine, as do yields in excess of 120 t/ha.

• Separate infield loading equipmentis required.

• Mechanical loading of whole stalk cane could increase soil
content in the cane sample.

• Some whole stick machines (soldierharvesters) have a high
centre of gravity, making them unsuitable where slopes
exceed10%. Mostotherwholestalkmachines cannotoperate
on slopes greater than 15-20%.

• Transport load densities are usually lower for whole stalk
than for chopped cane.

Combine chopper harvesters

Advantages:

• Chopperharvesters arecomplete combines anddo notrequire
separate infield loading equipment.

• Modern combine harvesters are able to handle both green
andburntcaneina widerangeofweather andcropconditions,
from erect to badly lodged cane.

• Inpollution sensitive areaschoppers harvesters havea distinct
advantages becauseof their ability of handling green cane.

• The delaybetweenharvestand crushingis minimal, resulting
in higher sugar recoveries.

• Chopped canefeedsintothemillmoreeasilyandconsistently.

• Choppedcane spillageen route to millsis usuallylower than
whole stalk.

• Labour requirement is reduced.
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Disadvantages

• The high capital outlay makes this system appropriate only
for large scale growers and contracting groups.

• Harvesting, transport andmilling operations are linked, which
means that communication and transport scheduling is vital
to obtain optimum harvester utilisation.

• Receiving facilities at mills that usuallyhandle whole stalks
would have to be adapted.

• Cane losses are generally highercomparedwith whole stick
harvesting systems.

• Chopped cane deteriorates more quickly than whole stalks
and ideally should be crushed within 12-14hours after har
vesting. This may increase transport costs.

• Highlevelsofmanagerial/operator skillandtechnical support
are required.

Conclusions

There are a wide range of factors which cane growers should
considerwhen contemplating a moveaway from a manual to a
fullymechanised harvesting system. Themoreimportant factors
mustbe practical to implement as well as beingbasedon sound
economic evaluations and principles.

Theeconomic viability ofa mechanical cutting aid,a mechanical
loader or a fully mechanised harvesting system is dependent
on machine hourly output and total tonnage handled. The for
mation of harvesting syndicates or contracting groupswillmake
the sophisticated and expensive fully mechanised harvesting
machinery more viable.

If South African cane growers are serious about partially or
fully mechanising their harvesting operations, special attention
will have to be paid to field layout, row spacing and irrigation
and drainage designs to ensure the high machinery output and
efficiency necessary for acceptable operatingcosts.
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